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Rise of Food Production
1. Domestication of
Plants and Animals
In the Epi-paleolithic

period of
12-15kya, ceramic pottery and early
settlement was developed, particularly in
the Near East (Mesopotamia).
- Shortly thereafter came one of the most
important revolutions in human history, the
agricultural revolution, also known as the

Neolithic Revolution (ca.10-12kya).

Rise of Food Production & States
1. Domestication of Plants and Animals
a. The Rise of Agriculture
The first farmers were from the Middle
East and Near East (geographical terms
ethnocentrically named by Europeans).
These Natufian cultures and others lived in
communities growing from approximately
20 inhabitants in 12,000 BC to
1000 inhabitants around 7,000 BC.
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Rise of Food Production & States
b. Food production technology (domestication)
developed about 10,000 years ago after millions of
years when hunting and gathering (or food
collection) was the sole basis for human
subsistence. What made this possible?
i. Sedentarism (settlement): living in
permanent villages; domestication correlates
with permanent living in the Near East.

ii. Broad-spectrum collecting: relying on a
wider variety of food sources (rather than
hunting only big-game). Grains were
particularly prone to domestication with many
varieties being grown, such as wheat, barley,
kamut, quinoa, amaranth and spelt.
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Rise of Food Production & States
iv. Theories of Civilization:
Domestication happened as a result of the end of the ice age
(climate change) (V. Gordon Childe).
However, a recent theory based on a new
archaeological discovery suggests that symbolic
ways of thinking might have given rise to farming.
Religion  Domestication
(not the other way around, which is what has always
been supposed)
Monumental architecture of the Natufian cultures that date
back earlier than known domestication provides evidence for
this theory.
Gobekli Tepe (BBC video – 10 min)
Gobekli Tepe (Nat Geo video – 45 min)
(1 | 2 | 3 | 4)
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Hunting dogs led by attendants. Stone panel from the North Palace
of Ashurbanipal , Nineveh, northern Iraq, Neo-Assyrian, about 645 B.C.

Food Production & the
Rise of Civilization
c.i. The first animals to be tamed
were dogs.
Dogs were probably domesticated about 12,000
years B.P. (before present) or 10,000 B.C. in the
Near East. Wolves are the direct ancestors of all dog breeds in
existence today. The DNA makeup of wolves and dogs is almost
identical.

Other early domesticated animals include:
- Sheep and Goats (9k BP, Near East)
- Cattle and pigs (8k BP, Near East)
- Horses (6k BP, Central Asia/N. Africa)
- Cats and Camels (5k BP, Near East / Arabia, Asia)
- Chicken (4k BP, S. Asia)

Rise of Food Production & States
Traits Suitable for Domestication
c.ii. Traits suitable for domestication were:
● docility,
● non-territoriality,
● hierarchy (humans co-opt leadership role),
● uninhibited breeding, and
● fast growth
Unsuitable traits included:
• Ferocity (Zebras, Rhinos, Hippos)
• High Nutrition Level (Lions, Tigers), Picky Diet (Pandas, Koalas)
• Slow Growth (Elephants), Territoriality (Deer, Antelope - Large
Range, Solitary Habits)

• Elaborate Courtship (Cheetahs)
• Tendency to Panic (Gazelles)
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H. Rise of Food Production & States
d. Domestication and farming spread
geo-laterally (~33˚N – 43˚N) by cultural
diffusion over the following millennia
(9000 B.C. ~ 4000 B.C.)
Moving along lines of latitude that were similar to
those where farming was easiest.
i. The Hamangia, Varna, and Cucuteni cultural
groups, living on or near the coasts of the Black
and Caspian Seas, were early adopters of
farming. This led them into sedentary lifestyles of
increasing trade, population growth and social change.
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Rise of Food Production & States
e. MesoAmerican domestication was
occuring by 7,000 BC:
Semi-nomadism (non-sedentary
life) continued long after
domestication.
Why?
Domesticated items included desirable
items, but were not necessary for survival:
- Bottle Gourds (used for carrying water)
- Tomatoes
- Cotton
- Maize (corn)
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Figure: Environmental zones and major sites
of early plant cultivation in Mesoamerica
(after McClung 1992 and MacNeish 1992).

Rise of Food Production & States
f. Domestication occurred around the
world at roughly the same time. Why?
Three theories:
i. Climate Change (wild resources were less
available) (V. Gordon Childe)
ii. Cultural Evolution (the idea of domestication
was “ripe”; coincident with religious
organization) (Robert Braidwood)
iii. Population Pressure (desired food availability
was reduced by competition) (Lewis Binford &
Kent Flannery)

Rise of Food Production & States
g. Consequences of domestication
i. Population growth
A sharp increase in population occurred when
agriculture developed.

ii. Decline in health
Tooth enamel and bone loss show that domestication
did not improve health – stature also decreased.

iii. Artificial selection
(Dogs, corn and Heiki crabs are just a few examples).
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2. The Rise of Civilization and Cities
By 8,000 BCE (before common era, or BC), sedentarism led to the
first towns and villages:

a. By 6000 BCE:
i. Evidence of political organization and status, and
chiefdoms (separate communities organized by political
authority) were developing.

ii. New forms of art and architecture were becoming
apparent - houses were different sizes (sign of status)

iii. Economic trade was becoming more important.

End of the stone age: 5500 B.P.
Roman Sword, c. 50 B.C.

Copper smelting (metallurgy) became common in
the Near East

 Bronze Age = 3500BC  1100BC
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2. The Rise of Civilization and States
b. ~ 3500 BCE: the rise of civilization
“Civilization” is a term meaning, literally, “citified”
i. “Urban” development was underway
somewhat earlier (Jericho, Mohenjo Daro)
ii. As early cities were connected by trade routes
and political alignments, city-states emerged.
A “city-state” is a self-governing community consisting of
an independent city and its surrounding territory. It may
depend upon trade with other nearby city-states.

iii. In the Sumerian city-state of 3000 B.C.E, some of
the first traits of civilization are developed:
- Architecture (“ziggurat” or pyramid)
- Government (complex political institutions)
- Writing, the Wheel, even Beer!
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2. The Rise of Civilization and States
c.i. ~ 3500 BCE, city-state development occurred
Year
Region
City-State
3500 BCE
Mesopotamia
Uruk
3000 BCE
Mesopotamia
Sumeria
2700 BCE
Egypt
Old Kingdom
2300 BCE
India
Harappa
1600 BCE
China
Shang Dynasty
See Figure 8-5 text
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Early European & Middle Eastern Civilizations

Ancient Civilizations (~3000BC)

Akkadian Empire (~2300BC)

Ancient Egypt (1500-3000BC)

Ancient Greece (1000-2500BC) Early Roman Empire (264 BC)  Late Roman Empire (14-117AD)
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2. The Rise of Civilization and States
c.ii. The civilizations of Africa developed
around 100 AD
Year
Region
City-State
100-940 AD
East Africa
Aksum
750-1100 AD West Africa
Ghana
800-1550 AD West Africa
Mali (CrashCourse)
1100-1900 AD West Africa
Songhai
1300-1900 AD South-Central Africa Bantu
1440-1900 AD West Africa
Benin (4:30 - 9:07)
1137-1975 AD East Africa
Ethiopia
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2. The Rise of Civilization and States
c.iii. The first civilizations in the New World
developed around 1000 BCE
Year
Region
City-State
800 BCE -C. America Monte Alban (4 min)
200 BCE -N. America Hopewell Mounds (6 min)
200 BCE -Peru
Peruvian (Nazca Lines)
200 AD -C. America Teotihuacan empire
500 AD -C. America Mayan city-states
700 AD -Peru
Wari empire
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2. The Rise of Civilization and States
d. Why do civilizations and city-states form?
- Population growth and War (resource competition led
to incursions and the need for protection)

- Irrigation (labor/management split led to political systems)
- Trade (local and long-distance)
Note: No one factor explains the rise of city-states.
e. Civilizations have a cyclical nature;
Without exception, all great civilizations of the
past have fallen due to political, economic or
environmental collapse, and been replaced by new orders
(cf. Jared Diamond, Collapse).
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